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After a dramatic time jump, the three-time Eisner Award winner for Best Continuing Series
continues to evolve, as Hazel begins the most exciting adventure of her life: kindergarten.
Meanwhile, her starcrossed family learns hard lessons of their own.

About the AuthorBorn in 1954, Jamie Delano has made a diverse, cross-genre contribution to
the comic book medium, scripting—over some 25 years—both original works (World Without
End, Tainted, Ghostdancing, Hell Eternal, Cruel and Unusual, Territory, Outlaw Nation) and
publisher-owned properties (Captain Britain, Dr Who, Night Raven, Hellblazer, Animal Man,
Batman, Shadowman). He is currently practicing for retirement, living in semi-rural England with
his partner, Sue.John Ridgway is a British comics artist whose work is immediately distinctive for
its unusual realism coupled with a delicate, sketchy pencil line. Ridgway has been responsible
for creating the look for a number of series, including Hellblazer, and has worked on iconic
characters including Doctor Who and the Incredible Hulk. He was also the artist chosen to
depict Judge Dredd without his helmet for the first and only time in the character's history.
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James R. Gilligan, “A rough chapter. This installment (volume 6) deals with some pretty tough
challenges for our heroes, Marko, Alana, and Hazel. Vaughan keeps intensifying the tension,
and Staples’ artwork keeps astounding us with its intricacy and boldness. Consider me a fan.”

John C, “Saga, vol. 6. This is really a 4.5 star. I’m demeriting half a star because I don’t enjoy the
journalist and photographer story so much. I’m sure they’ll play into the larger ending and I can’t
wait to see that. But the action slows down considerably when they’re on the beat. I understand
they serve a purpose of putting clues together to help the other characters get to certain places
at certain times, but if I’ve been championing the pacing of the previous 5 volumes, it’s my duty
to mention this. Everything else in the volume was as expected and fantastic. Still highly
recommended.”

Kelsey R., “Reintroducing characters. Can the series and here? Everyone is decently safe and
many haven't died yet. It seems like a good place to end it. I'm kidding but I may choose to pick
this as the ending depending on what happens in the other volumesAnyway this was a great
continuation of the story. Many characters were brought back and further developed. I like that
The Will has an angel to the devil on his shoulder. I was hoping that someone would knock some
sense into him. The reunion between two very important characters was fantastic. I think the
second reunion was kind of just glazed of which obviously their separation wasn't as long it
would have been nice to see a hug at least.I also will definitely continue to recommend this
series to people that like a mix of sci-fi and fantasy in their reading adventures.”

wiredweird, “Still hooked. This title had me hooked from the first issue. Staples's art is clean,
strong, and expressive - every panel says what it needs to, and leaves the clutter behind.
Vaughan's writing keep the story moving, with plenty of space for the characters to grow and
interact. And, somehow this war-torn romance, the comings and goings of princes, assassins, a
romance writer, soldiers, and a ghost, somehow it all revolves around little girl, barely more than
a toddler. Yes, a story this sprawling needs some center to keep the pieces from drifting away -
but the choice of a little girl as the point of reference in a world that violent surprises, and keeps
surprising me as Vaughan keeps making it work.I've been with Saga from the start, and I'll stick
with it as long as it stays this strong.-- wiredweord”

C. Derick Varn, “I am still interested.... As others have said, Fiona Staples art has outstripped the
writing of Briank K Vaughan, and it shows in how I get kind of tired of Hazel's pseudo-wisdom.
Precocious child narrators reflecting back have always been a narrative danger, although they
are rarely used in comics like they are here. It's a pretty common trope in literary fiction, and
Vaughan is beginning to tire me with it. Having Alana and Marko back to together helps as well
as introduction of a teacher character who is winning and making the Robot Prince both more



sympathetic and hilarious, but The Will's plot line seems to be plotting on and his PTSD(?) does
really seem to help. Also the grand plot line doesn't seem to be living up to its importance yet as
it built in the first two story arcs. I am still interested, but I am not sure I am convinced I see the
same brilliance so many others do here.”

Dan Revilos, “Saga will change your views on comics. Saga is an amazing series and volume six
goes right along with that. I have been a Saga fan since the beginning and the way the story is
going, I will be a fan forever. I recommend this series to everyone who likes science fiction love
stories about star crossed lovers who will do anything to protect their daughter and loved
ones.Volume Six is action packed with twists and turns on every page. Similar to the other
volumes it ends with a cliff hanger and big news that makes you want more, but of course you
will have to wait for the next one in a few months.The book itself came on time and in perfect
condition. I recommend to all comic lovers. 10/10”

Robert M. Seater, “An excellent story that sounds trite if summarized. The storyline, if
summarized, would sound trite and preachy. However, the execution is very good so reading it
does not feel like either. The author does a good job with the bizarre cast of alien characters and
plot twists to keep you invested in what is going on, even though the over-arching themes and
plot are just 'war is bad' and 'families come through for each other'. But let me emphasize how
delightfully bizarre the characters you encounter and follow are, and how clever (if explicit and
violent) the individual storylines are.”

Gregory B. Goodman, “A Saga To Go Gaga For. (That was dumb, sorry). I really enjoy Saga. I
just got Vol6 in anticipation of Vol 7 coming out, and decided to read the entire series again from
the beginning, as it had been a while since I last read it. I enjoyed it as much this time as before,
maybe more since I was able to pick up on things I missed. This is one of the best, most unique
sci-fi romance/action stories I've read in a while.  The art and the writing are great.”

Sarah (Feeling Fictional), “Saga Volume 6. While Klara is trying to keep Hazel's mixed heritage a
secret and keep them both safe while they're stuck in a prison / refugee camp Alana and Marco
are determined to do whatever it takes to track down their missing daughter and get their family
back together. At the same time The Will is searching for answers and a certain reporting duo
are back on the hunt for the potential scoop of a lifetime.This series just continues to get better
and better, I loved seeing that Alana and Marco have worked through their differences and are
back on the same page while they search for Hazel and Klara. Alana has always been willing to
fight for her family and while Marco is still trying to avoid violence he's still pretty badass himself
when he needs to be. Hazel is just getting cuter and cuter as she grows up and I loved the
scenes with her and her teacher Noreen.Things have really gone downhill for The Will, he's in a
bad place mentally and physically and that really shows in the way he reacts to things going on



around him. I have to say I was surprised that we didn't see anything of Lying Cat, Sophie and
Gwendolyn in this volume and I found myself missing all three of them. I really want to The Will
turn things around as the series continues and hopefully that will include seeing him reunite with
his allies. There was a pretty huge revelation at the end that has me really relieved I already own
the next 3 volumes, I have no idea how I let myself get so behind with this series but the bonus of
being able to binge read the rest makes me happy!”

The Family Worm., “More depth for an ever growing Saga. Highly recommended for fans of the
series.. Collects the material originally published in Saga #31 to #36.Staples and Vaughan return
with the latest book continuing Saga story. This series has been rightly highly acclaimed and
with 30 books published already the style and tone is very well established and bedded in. To
that end this collection doesn't have any surprises. The art and story telling develop and
progress in the same manner has before and the characters and world are deepened and
developed in a satisfying and rewarding way.If you've liked the social commentary and pseudo-
politics to-date you'll find much to enjoy here. If you're looking for small self contained stories or
a neat starting point then you'll need to look else where. This builds upon what has gone before,
and (thankfully for fans) is very much more of what has gone before.”

M, “A return to form. Better than 4 & 5. Not as good as 1-3.Just as I was losing faith in Saga, due
to the overly soap-opera-like way it was heading, this volume bought me back into the fold.This
mini-conclusion to the second 3-volume arc of the to-date 6 volume series was much more
enjoyable, action-driven and satisfying (in story/writing terms) than the 2 volumes that preceded
it.Not as many of the classic saga 'shock' visuals as I'd like or expect (you usually get one or two
truly standout pages per volume), but quality art as ever.Will now buy vol 7... which was not
definite after the disappointments of 4 and 5.”

Fade, “They've sparked the inner Saga Fanboyism once more!!. WowI momentarily lost
momentum in this (excuse the pun) ongoing SAGA and found myself dusting off this volume on
a long weekend. Needless to say I read volumes 4,5 and 6 in a day! Which plays testament to
their ability to envelop their readers in this wonderful universe. The pacing and story direction
has kept its ability to satisfy and leave more to be desired, possibly even more so in this than
ever in this volume!!!I would say if you haven't read any of the precious precious volumes then
this isn't a good step into this world, BUT if you have been following the story thus far..... Prepare
to be amazed, excited, gripped and anxious as to where we'll be going next.”

Eh, whatever man, “TV Robots. Read Saga, seriously do it. It's a brilliant tale like Star Wars but
with Tv robots. I won't go into the plot but the writing by Brian K Vaughan is both compelling and
hilarious, when coupled with the Art of Fiona Staples it ties together to become and enjoyable
story for all appropriate audiences. (Nothing too bad in it but wouldn't recomend for anyone



under the age of 14)”

The book by Jamie Delano has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 1,269 people have provided feedback.
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